Lesser Antilles
In Search of Amazonas
28th February to 7th March 2023 (8 days)

St. Vincent Amazon by Keith Clarkson

The adventurous tour sees us travel to three of the most spectacular islands in the Lesser Antillean
chain in search of several endemics (including each island's critically endangered species of
Amazona parrot), and a host of indigenous regional Caribbean species - ranging from wonderfully
vibrant orioles and enigmatic thrashers to delicate warblers and dazzling hummingbirds. The timing
of the tour ensures that dotted amongst the myriad local species will be a host of North American
migrants overwintering on the islands.
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THE TOUR IN DETAIL…
Day 1: Arrival in St. Vincent. We begin
our tour in the southernmost of the Lesser
Antillean islands visited on our trip –
magical St. Vincent.
Touching down in the recently completed
Argyle International Airport, we are met by
pre-arranged transport and taken in airconditioned comfort to our beachfront
hotel, located a mere 20 minutes away on
the idyllic west coast of this tropical island
gem. After checking in, and freshening up,
we convene in the lobby for a stroll through
the gloriously manicured gardens, alive
Lesser Antillean Bullfinch by Keith Clarkson
with a variety of flowering tropical plants –
all of which serve to attract the targets of
our stroll. Here we should enjoy encounters with species that thrive in this southern corner of the
Lesser Antillean chain. The all-black endemic subspecies of Bananaquit dancing amongst the brilliant
yellow Alamandas, the Spectacled Thrush gorging itself on Christmas Palm berries, cooing Eared
Doves perched in mighty Tamarinds and the unmistakable call of a near endemic Myiarchus - the
Grenada Flycatcher – flitting expertly from low-lying limbs to pluck insects out of mid-air.
From the gardens, we make our way out onto the poolside deck where (cocktail in hand should you
wish) we gaze out across a tranquil bay at glistening turquoise waters and yachts bobbing on the
gentlest of swells. Overhead Magnificent Frigatebirds soar effortlessly and at eyelevel small teams
of Brown Booby skim the surface of the sea. As the moon rises it signals the arrival of the nightshift
- the Yellow-crowned Night Herons stealthily emerging from the forested shoreline to pursue crabs
along the shore. An introduction to the delicacies of the islands awaits us at dinner tonight – enjoyed
in our open-air restaurant conveniently located on the veranda a mere dozen or so footsteps away.
Day 2: St. Vincent. Never before has a 4am wake up been more eagerly anticipated, for it brings
with it the unparalleled opportunity to be literally surrounded by dozens and dozens of endangered
Amazonas.
St. Vincent is an ancient, unspoiled island
steeped in history, and from the time of her
earliest residents, the screeching calls of the
mighty Amazona gulidingii have echoed across
her mountainous terrain.
Intense hunting pressures combined with the
illegal pet trade meant that by the 1970's this
bird’s call had almost been permanently
silenced. However, thanks to a vigorous
breeding program and the education of locals as
to the importance and uniqueness of the island's
national bird, the population of this magnificent
species is now on the way to recovery!

Purple-throated Carib by Steve Kornfeld
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Red-billed Tropicbird by Keith Clarkson

Indeed, the scale of this recovery is very much in evidence following our early morning drive (one
that requires us being ferried by SUV along a winding track - and crosses the same river SEVEN
times at different locations) to a secret site known only to a handful of local Forestry Officers, where
this national bird can now be seen in numbers reminiscent of years gone by. We select our spots atop
a spectacular ridgeline where our gazes are soon drawn skyward to the raucous calls of wave upon
wave of Amazonas setting off from their roosts towards nearby favoured feeding trees. This is an
opportunity for unrivalled sightings of a stunningly beautiful bird and we spend the first couple of
daylight hours today simply basking in their company. Given the time of year, in addition to
witnessing feeding and this clever bird drinking from rainwater pooled in magnolia flowers, tour
participants may also have the opportunity to see pairs engaging in courtship behaviour…and even
mating.
With packed snacks of plantain chips, tasty “vincy” mangoes and star fruit in hand we leave the
hidden land of the Amazona and make our way along the rugged eastern coastline and rolling waves
of the Atlantic, into the verdant hillsides of the
north of the island. At the start of the Soufriere
Trail we are greeted by an abundance of
brilliantly coloured St. Vincent Anoles - their
vivid greens, yellows and blues perfectly
mirroring the country’s flag. This is an ancient
forest, which after centuries of growth in a rich
volcanic soil has become home to some truly
gargantuan trees. As we round every corner of the
trail, another hidden wonder seems to be
revealed. Flocks of the recently split St. Vincent
Tanager gorging themselves on small figs,
startled Ruddy Quail Doves flashing before us,
scratchy throated Lesser Antillean Thrushes and
Lesser Antillean Bullfinch proving the perfect
foil for the eloquent calls of the gem of the forest
- the secretive Whistling Warbler. The dry river
bed where we stop for lunch has been specifically
Antillean Crested Hummingbird by Keith
Clarkson
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chosen as the ferns and mistletoe which
line its banks, offer us the best opportunity
to enjoy views of this much-coveted
vocalist… and in the skies overhead,
views of the local race of Common Black
Hawk.
As we will have had a pre-dawn start to the
day, we return to our hotel in the early
afternoon. For those who would like to
keep the birding going, we can stroll the
beaches, binoculars in hand, for likely
encounters with other coastal specialists.
Others may prefer a siesta on the patio of
their room, surrounded by vibrantly
flowering hibiscus and oleander, while
Red-necked Amazon by Steve Kornfeld
those feeling adventurous may wish to
grab their snorkels and descend the hotel staircase into the warm seas in search of those species that
make their home beneath the waves.
We enjoy another superb dinner tonight, followed by lounging by the pool, or sitting on the seaside
balcony, listening to the gentle lapping of the waves.
Tomorrow, the wilds of Dominica await.
Days 3 to 5: Dominica. At 10 a.m. we make the flight to Dominica - an island regarded by many as
the "Nature Lover's Caribbean Island". Dominica is renowned for its outstanding natural beauty. With
its innumerable waterfalls and a river for every day of the year coursing through her vast tracts of
primary rainforest, she offers a snapshot into what many of the more developed islands of the region
would have resembled in years gone by.
After pausing at a roadside stand to sample a selection of homemade tamarind and golden apple
juices, our vehicle climbs high during this, our initial foray into the Northern Forest Reserve. We
have not been travelling far before the mellifluous calls of an array of wondrous Lesser Antillean

Humpback Whales by Ryan Chenery
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species gives us cause to pull
off the dusty track to
investigate. Upon doing so we
are immediately met with a
veritable barrage of sightings of
near endemics and birds
indigenous to the region. A
Lesser Antillean Saltator,
providing excellent views by
perching conspicuously in the
heart of a sparsely leafed
mango and sinking it’s massive
beak into the yellow flesh of the
fruit; a fabulous Brown
Trembler, always intent on
theatrics, arriving on the scene
Imperial Amazon by Beatrice Henricot
to without hesitation lift its
wings, cock its head and start to
TREMBLE; and a pair of delicate near endemic Plumbeous Warblers whose excited trill calls greet
their every leap along the creeping vines dangling tantalisingly close to our heads. These species are
wonderful, and as the vehicle meanders ever higher, we continue to be greeted by the cast of more
brightly coloured characters whose preference it is to inhabit even loftier climes. The radiant and near
endemic Blue-headed Hummingbird darting back and forth from its perch behind a sheltered waterfall
to feed on lantana, the delightful Lesser Antillean Euphonia delicately plucking the tiny fruit of a
mistletoe, and the resplendent Eastern Red-legged Thrush seemingly determined to catch a glimpse
of us as we make our way through one of the highest small holdings on the island. This is a wild and
largely unspoiled land where the vast majority of the population is still rural and make their living
from harvesting ground provisions such as dasheen and pineapple that grow rapidly in a rich volcanic
soil.
After a wonderful afternoon of birding, we make our way to our colourful family-owned hotel
perched high atop a 100-foot cliff and offering breath-taking views of the vast expanse of Caribbean
Sea and the Bay of Salisbury. Here we enjoy a local Creole dinner prepared by experienced chefs.
The waters surrounding these islands are
amongst the most beautiful and idyllic in the
world, and what better way to enjoy them than to
set sail!
On our second day on this wild and rugged
island, we join an experienced captain and crew
on a morning search for ocean giants! An
astonishing number of species of whale and
dolphin have been sighted in Dominica’s waters.
Huge pods of Short-finned Pilots are the most
commonly seen, while other larger species such
as Humpbacks and False Killers have also been
spotted in the past. There is even a strong
possibility of an encounter with Dominica’s
resident population of Sperm Whale! In addition
to these behemoths a large number of dolphins

Lesser Antillean Saltator by Beatrice Henricot
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are also drawn to the deep ocean chasms that
surround this volcanic island and several
species including Frasers, Spotted and Spinner
Dolphins can regularly be seen in large pods off
of Dominica’s stunning western coastline. In
addition to our quest for marine mammals, we
take advantage of our time out on the water to
scan the seas for pelagics - from Audubon’s and
Cory’s Shearwater to Wilson’s Storm Petrel,
Brown Boobies and several species of tern.
After our adventure on the seas, we return to our
hotel where we spend the heat of midday
relaxing and strolling along the windswept
cliffs before making our way into the local
village for a visit to a famous rum distillery Blue-headed Hummingbird by Beatrice Henricot
and an intriguing look into the process of
making one of the Caribbean’s famous exports.
From harvest of sugar cane and an explanation of the 200-year-old process of extracting the sugar, to
fermentation techniques and ageing the product in oak barrels - we learn it all. We are even offered
complimentary samples (including a 128 proof local favourite!)
One may wish to take such samples to go however, for as the heat of early afternoon gradually abates,
we make an initial foray into the land of Dominica’s Amazonas, where we spend the late afternoon
until dusk listening and watching for signs of these two unbelievably rare species. Our main Amazona
excursion will be tomorrow, but it never hurts to take out an early insurance policy – especially when
one of the species you are targeting is now down to some 50 individuals remaining in the wild! On
the topic of rarities, our vigil this afternoon will also target a bird that has only recently been sighted
on the island after a long hiatus. The bizarre habits of the Black-capped Petrel lure breeding birds to
the high mountainous regions of Dominica. As our tour sees us on the island in the middle of breeding
season, we will have as good a chance as possible for sightings of ghost-like apparitions winging their
way to roosting and nesting sites after a long day at sea. It must be stressed that although we will be
in the right habitat and at the right time – the likelihood of sightings of petrels remains low due to the
vast expanse of habitat and extremely low numbers of birds that have returned to once again call
Dominica home.
Our final day on Waitukubuli (Amerindian
name for Dominica, meaning Tall is Her
Body) sees us wake early to board our
transport bound for the highest peaks of
spectacular Morne Diablotin. As our vehicle
slowly winds its way up into the
breathtakingly beautiful forest reserve, an
already heightened sense of anticipation is
further enhanced by the knowledge that
somewhere in the surrounding hillsides and
lush verdant valleys survive the last
populations of two majestic Amazona species.
After a short walk lined with buttress roots, we
arrive at our lookout station. Here, with the
contents of a well-stocked picnic basket laid

Rufous-throated Solitaire by Keith Clarkson
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out before us (including fresh worldfamous Dominican coffee, salt fish,
cucumber salad and banana bread) we
settle down to begin our vigil across a
pristine forested valley, punctuated by the
crowns of towering emergents reaching
for the heavens in a seemingly neverending quest for the sun. Careful
inspection of the many epiphyte-laden
Balata trees which dominate this land,
eventually reveals the stunning emerald
greens, radiant reds, and ocean blues of
the Red-necked Amazon (or Jaco in the
local tongue) feeding amongst them.
These fruiting trees are a favourite with
St. Lucia Warbler by Ryan Chenery
this smaller of the island’s two Amazonas
and it is not long before we are catching regular glimpses of these gregarious and extravagant birds
flitting amongst the treetops and darting between the neighbouring crowns of forest giants. Such
wildly flamboyant and obvious displays could not however be in greater contrast to the more secretive
and mysterious habits of the island’s other Amazona.
For this species, it will be much more a case of patiently waiting and listening for that oh-so-tell-tale
metallic call that signals the arrival of an endemic now teetering so perilously close to extinction, that
many conservation charities see it as their primary focus in the entire Caribbean region. With Imperial
Amazon numbers now so low, one can imagine the utter elation that grips our group upon hearing
THE CALL. Creeping ever so silently through the forest, it can be possible to track the call to the
very tree in which the bird is perched. It is truly wonderful to hear the unique and oddly unnatural
sound emanating from the canopy directly over your head and resonating out across the valley floor
below, however if you are to become one of the few people on the planet to see this bird in the wild
- yet more patience must be employed to trace the call to the exact position amongst the interlocking
limbs where the bird is perched. But when such patience is rewarded and those rich dark greens and
the scaled bronze neck and head of this truly majestic bird are first seen, the elation and unbridled joy
to be felt simply cannot be matched. This is the mighty Imperial Amazon - national bird of Dominica
and undoubted star of our entire trip!
We follow up our incredible morning with two of the
rarest species on the planet with a relaxing boat trip
along one of the island’s most beautiful and pristine
rivers. The hours while away and wildlife spotting
for such species as Lesser Antillean Iguana, Redrumped Agouti, Ringed Kingfisher, Lesser Antillean
Pewee and Purple-throated Carib is only temporarily
paused in order to dock at the famous Bush Bar for
a taste of Dynamite Rum! Our river cruise
culminates where the mouth of the river meets the
Caribbean Sea – over which tomorrow we travel to
endemic-rich St. Lucia.
Days 6 to 8: St. Lucia. From the moment the dark
green silhouette of volcanic St. Lucia comes into
view, you know you are in for something special.

Bridled Quail-Dove by Beatrice Henricot
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The view from our plane window
confirms that towns and settlements
are very much concentrated along the
flat coastal areas, while the interior is
defined by mountainous terrain,
impractical
for
large
scale
development. Such a topographical
deterrent has been instrumental in
preserving the extensive pristine
habitat so essential for the multitude
of bird species that thrive here. We
are collected at the regional airport in
the north of the island by prearranged transport and following a
drive through bustling Castries,
make for the heart of St. Lucia’s
Northern Range.

Although we are in a mountainous region of the island, it will be the van's engine (not our own),
which does most of the work on the day. The vehicle makes its way up a long steady incline to the
quaint hilltop village of Bouton, where we are afforded a spectacular view of the surrounding
landscape and deep Atlantic Ocean waters beyond. From here we set out on a leisurely stroll along
an established track, lined to one side with an extensive orchard, laden with tropical fruits of every
imaginable shape and colour, and on the other with the magnificent swathe of rainforest which
sprawls across the majority of St. Lucia's wild Northern Range. Birding within an ecotone such as
this promises to reveal a number of the island's indigenous and endemic species, and it is no
exaggeration to state that birds will be all around us. Overhead, Lesser Antillean Swifts effortlessly
manipulate the air currents, amongst the trees colourful St. Lucia Warblers peer underneath leaves in
search of gorging caterpillars, overhanging tree limbs represent perfect vantage points for St. Lucia
Pewees to launch attacks on winged insects, and an abundance of fruits ripening in the tropical sun
prove an irresistible lure for opportunistic St. Lucia Orioles.
These more obvious bird sightings mask the fact that sometimes we will need to be patient in order
to spend time with a particular target species, but the results often tend to be very rewarding, as an
encounter with one of the most secretive and reserved species on the island testifies - when a Bridled
Quail Dove softly begins to call, and in so doing
reveals his position.
En route to our hotel we stop at the sprawling
Aupicon Wetlands where yellowish stems of the
sedge that dominate this largest marsh on the
island are seemingly ablaze in the orange glow of
a late afternoon tropical sun. The marsh is
inhabited by a wide variety of wetland species
and we enjoy stunningly close views of nesting
Pied billed Grebes, Caribbean race of American
Coot and Green Heron, but as we take up our
vantage point atop a small hillock perfectly
placed to the east of the main body of water, we
are treated to a display of birdlife in perfect light
- the return of hundreds of Cattle and Snowy

St Lucia Oriole by Keith Clarkson
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Egrets, winging their way low over the water
and into a roost in the centre of the wetland.
These are soon joined by Great Egrets,
Tricoloured Herons, and Little Blue Herons
which each serve to further saturate species
sightings already dominated by Blue-winged
Teal, Lesser Scaup and the entertaining Belted
Kingfishers.
An idyllic, locally run, small hotel surrounded
by forested hills and offering a stunning view
of the spectacular Praslin Bay and the
enchanting Frigate Islands Nature Reserve is
our home for the next two nights and we arrive
in time for a leisurely and welcome dip in the
Green-throated Carib by Sam Barone
pool. We meet at the bar for a cocktail before
dinner, which will be enjoyed tonight, as every night, on the sweeping open-air veranda. The chef
and local co-owner of the hotel is brilliant and having worked most of his life in fine restaurants in
Paris and London, has returned home to add what he learned in foreign lands to local cuisine. Prepare
your taste buds for some delicious Creole dishes.
As we leave our hotel behind, the early morning light begins to reveal the small, sleepy villages dotted
along the island’s coastline. We pass each in turn, drawing ever closer to our first birding hotspot of
the day. Here in the dry coastal forests that dominate St. Lucia’s east coast we will have our best
opportunity for an encounter with one of the rarest species likely to be seen on this trip - the near
endemic White-breasted Thrasher. Flashes of white in the undergrowth combined with raucous
rasping calls signal the arrival of a bird that makes its way through the dried vegetation of this land
in large family flocks. Another who prefers this habitat is the intriguing St. Lucia Black Finch - the
males jet-black plumage a stark contrast to his pastel-pink legs and dull leaf litter amongst which he
forages.
Following a packed breakfast enjoyed overlooking the peaceful fishing village of Dennery we journey
across the island and into St. Lucia's rugged, volcanic interior. Here within the sprawling Des Cartiers
Rainforest, we walk a well-maintained trail lined by towering tree ferns and with the scent of
magnolias wafting upwards from the valley below. Green-throated Caribs and Antillean Crested
Hummingbirds flit over our heads and a close
examination of fruiting trees on either side of the
path reveals Scaly-naped Pigeons, opportunistic
Pearly-eyed Thrashers and even the near endemic
Grey Trembler seeking out mid-morning
sustenance. This is a land dominated by sound.
The near incessant cacophony of chirps, cheeps
and whistles of countless invertebrates is
interspersed with the mesmeric and ethereal notes
of the Rufous-throated Solitaire swinging on
overhead lianas or the sharp, shrill, multi-noted
call signalling the arrival of the island’s massive
Myiarchus - the Lesser Antillean Flycatcher
(subspecies endemic to St. Lucia). But it is all of
it a precursor to that most sought after of calls White-breasted Thrasher by Keith Clarkson
that uttered as a flock of Amazonas breaks cover -
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abandoning one favoured fruiting tree for another. The considerable distance from where they
approach us allows plenty of time to hone in on their position and our lofty vantage point ensures
superb views as these brilliantly plumaged birds skim across the heavily forested valley below.
As midday approaches, we begin our gradual descent out of the forested highlands, and down into
the oldest town on the island - Soufriere - where we enjoy lunch at a kabawé (local bar) and gaze out
across pocketed hillside settlements at the sun-tipped peaks of the iconic Pitons. We venture into the
shops and local stalls that line the coastline of this popular seaside town before making our way to a
site renowned throughout the Caribbean. A 20-minute drive from Soufriere, sees us enter the only
“drive-in” volcano in the world! Escorted by a guide, we explore the base of the crater where the very
earth itself appears to come to life in the form of hissing springs and large bubbling mud-filled ponds.
Despite the fact that this volcano is classed as dormant and is therefore completely safe, this is still
an incredibly spine-tingling experience and one not to be missed (although as with all tours on this
trip you can of course choose not to partake).
We enjoy another sumptuous locally sourced dinner, before going over the checklist one final time
and reliving some of our wonderfully memorable encounters with the unique species of the trip.
There are few places on the planet that can match the remarkable beauty and incredible variety of the
Caribbean, and as is the case with the other Lesser Antillean islands on this trip, St. Lucia's small size
means that for a birder and nature enthusiast, a good birding site is seldom far away.
So it proves on our final full day of birding, when after a leisurely breakfast, we leave our quiet Inn
and are driven the short 15 minutes to the top of one of the highest points on St. Lucia, where standing
on an exposed plateau we are treated to numerous fly-bys by the stunning Red-billed Tropicbird.
Brilliant, gleaming white bodies followed by long streamer-like tails whistle by at eye level - and
with a backdrop of a deep, navy blue Atlantic Ocean stretching to the horizon - we bid a fond farewell
to the magical islands of the Lesser Antilles.
As midday approaches we begin our descent towards the international airport a mere 10 minutes
away, before flying home.
FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS:
Tour dates, prices, single supplement rates, approximate flight costs and spaces available for this
tour are displayed on our website. Please see under IMPORTANT NOTES below.
This includes:
• All meals from dinner on day 1 to breakfast on day 8 of the tour;
• All lodgings;
• Ground and boat transportation;
• Reserve entrance fees;
• Extra activities as mentioned in the itinerary; and
• All guiding services (including tips for local guides and services).
The tour fee does not include:
• Visa fees;
• ANY flights;
• Any drinks;
• Special gratuities; and
• Telephone calls, laundry and other items of a personal nature.
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IMPORTANT NOTES:
a) Due to constantly fluctuating exchange rates, we quote our tours in 4 currencies. The tour
price is however fixed only in the currency printed in bold, and the actual cost in the other
currencies listed will be adjusted according to prevailing exchange rates at the time of final
invoicing (usually 4 months before the tour.) The same applies to approximate flight and single
supplement rates, which are also quoted in the respective fixed currency.
b) Rates are based upon group tariffs; if the tour does not have sufficient registration a small
party supplement will have to be charged.
c) Furthermore, these costs are subject to unforeseen increases in tour related costs and may
have to be adjusted as a result.
d) Lastly, we may be forced to change or alter the itinerary and / or the designated
Rockjumper leader at short or no notice due to unforeseen circumstances; please be aware that
we will attempt to adhere as close to the original program as possible.
Tipping: As noted above, gratuities (drivers, hotel staff, restaurants etc.) are included on this tour.
However, this does NOT include your Rockjumper leader. If, therefore, you feel that he has given
you excellent service, it is entirely appropriate to tip him.
Please note:
• Our Family tours are dedicated to the enjoyment and appreciation of specific bird families.
Whilst we will certainly not ignore other bird families and species, we will not be going out
of our way to find them. These tours are slower paced, allowing for as much time as
appropriate to be spent in hides, feeders or similar such sites. These tours are suitable for all
birding interests and experience levels, avid photographers and in some cases can
accommodate those with mobility or health challenges.
• We spend some of our time traversing the many islands by small to medium-sized aeroplanes.
Baggage restrictions are strictly enforced even for these small hops. Please do not arrive for
the tour with more than 19kg (41 lb) of check in luggage and 7kg (+-15 lb) of hand luggage.
• This tour requires an average level of fitness. There will be some early morning starts, a
number of flights and a fair amount of walking. However, although we cover a diverse range
of terrain, there are no steep ascents and trails are primarily well maintained and relatively
level. Any light to moderate ascents are conducted at a slow, steady pace with plenty of
opportunities to rest along the way.
ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE DETAILS:
This tour does not include ANY airfares. The tour will begin in the afternoon of day 1 on the island
of St. Vincent. Please ensure that you arrive by mid-day to participate in the afternoon birding
activities. The tour will conclude after breakfast on day 8 on the island of St. Lucia.
The above information in respect of arrivals and departures is a guide only. Precise arrival and
departure information will be sent to you in your Tour Confirmation package once the tour has been
officially confirmed. If you wish to arrive early and/or depart late and would like assistance in this
regard, kindly contact the Rockjumper office.
FLIGHTS:
The main port of entry for international flights is Argyle International Airport (IATA: SVD), on the
island of St. Vincent. Hewanorra International Airport (IATA: UVF) on the island of St. Lucia is the
main port of departure for international flights on this tour. Please DO NOT book any flights until
you have consulted the Rockjumper office for confirmation on the status of the tour.

